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Letter from the Editors
Happy New Year from all of us here at Los Angeles Travel Magazine! We truly hope that everyone
had a great holiday season and you are ready to enter into 2018 with a vengeance like we are.
2017 was a year filled with ups and downs and its challenges affected people all over the world
yet our team of established travel writers, videographers and photographers trekked the globe
bringing back passion filled stories of their worldly travels.
We wrapped up 2017 on the East Coast starting in New Hampshire, venturing to Upstate New
York, then further north to Ottawa, across to Montreal and finally landing at the Loews Hotel in
Boston for the ultimate New Years celebration.
The 11-day trip had some incredible highlights ranging from a luxurious winter escape on Lake
Saranac at The Point to testing our limits in Ottawa with an outdoor spa adventure in -35
degrees. You can read all about it for yourself in this issue and hopefully it provides some great
ideas for your next year's end of 2018 vacation! Hey, it's never too early to plan.
We are pleased to announce that this issue includes our first annual Reader's Choice Awards! You
voted, we tallied and the numbers are in. A round of applause to all the winners, our readers have
good taste, that is for sure! We are thrilled to highlight these exciting local businesses elected by our readers. This truly is the most important
type of award, it shows that the level of service and quality of a business is shining brightly and Angelenos are taking notice.
Like always, this year we are planning to venture out on some epic adventures! The submissions are in, our staff has their travel itineraries and
they are already off and running. Where will you go this year? If 2017 wasn't a year filled with traveling then you had better add it to your
New Year's resolutions. Sit down, write your top ten places you want to visit and make it happen!

Jennifer & Michael
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Every now and again we unveil a hidden
gem that has somehow slipped through
the cracks on our luxury tracking radar.
This past December we discovered a
luxurious property tucked away in
Upstate New York. A charming backdrop
for the quintessential winter escape,
The Point on Lake Saranac. The Point,
an uber-exclusive eleven room Relais &
Chateau property has been servicing the
who's who of the East Coast for decades.
It is easy to see why this resort has been
noted to attain the highest level of luxury
for their impeccable service, endless
amenities, and decadent dining program.

WINTER DESTINATIONS

Originally built by William Avery
Rockefeller a century ago, The Point has
been designated as Forbes only 5-star
resort in Upstate New York. The eleven
luxury log cabin style rooms serve as the
perfect winter escape for those looking to
get away from it all while sustaining an
opulent lifestyle.
As you arrive at the main gate, a simple
wooden sign perched above welcomes
you through a gated fence. Brace yourself,
you are about to enter a unique winter
destination where luxury, comfort, privacy
and friendship all entwine simultaneously
ensuring memories are about to be made.
The high level of service is strikingly
apparent upon entering the Great Hall.
Drop your bags and car with one of the
staff members out front who has been
anticipating your arrival and step inside
the main lodge area where you are greeted
by a meticulously arranged table display,
complete with silver, crystal and of course
Champagne on ice for a proper welcome
to The Point toast. As you saunter into
the Great Hall you immediately feel the
warmth from two roaring fireplaces and
depending on the time of day a few guests
will be there to greet you. It is here where
handshakes and name exchanging quickly
turn to friendship and everyone seems to
have left their cares at the door, all with a
common goal of pure relaxation.
One of the major focal points on property
is the dining program. The majority of
meals are communal but if you choose to
eat in privacy you surely have the option.

Communal dining is a great way to get
to know other guests, sharing stories of
past and future travel plans or exchanging
laughs really sets the tone for a delightful
evening. Master Chef Loic Leperlier
brings his unique flavor combinations
and intriguing presentations to each and
every meal. Start the day off with a hearty
breakfast before you head out to for
winter activities. Freshly squeezed juices,
baskets of housemade muffins and pastries
decorate the table while you peruse the
breakfast menu presented that day. It
can be a difficult choice to make with
mouth-watering items including MapleGlazed Pulled Pork Benedict and Catsmo
Smoked Salmon Tartine to choose from.
The chef is consistently searching for the
finest ingredients to make sumptuous
meals for all the guests on property and
if you would like something special all
you have to do is ask. One of the dinners
included a Curry Mussel Bisque as a
starter and it was so delicious we just
had to request its return the next day for
lunch!
Twice a week the resort hosts a formal
dinner where formalwear is highly
encouraged. These evenings make for
a magical dining experience you won't
soon forget. A six-course dinner paired
with international award-winning wines
await and the highest standard of culinary
perfection is achieved.
Another standout on property is the
variety of activities available to guests.
Since The Point is situated on Lake
Saranac there are a plethora of winter
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sports and liveliness that can be enjoyed
day in and day out at your leisure. With
freezing temperatures arriving from
December to April, Lake Saranac is frozen
solid. Enough so that an 18 wheeler
could easily drive across and needless
to say, in the winter the lake transforms
into an ice rink. Winter sports range
from ice hockey, curling, cross-country
skiing, snowshoeing, ice fishing and more,
keeping guests quite busy during their
stay.
The wide variety of activities was
definitely one of the highlights during
our stay. The fact that we could request
a full hockey set up (inclusive of sticks,
skates, a net, and pucks) with an hour
turnaround showed us the level of
commitment the staff is willing to take
to please their guests. A curling rink was
created for guests to enjoy and many of
them assembled together to experience
the sport for the first time. These are the
type of unique opportunities that are
offered here making for a memorable
experience.
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Eleven luxurious guestrooms are spread
amongst four original log cabin style
buildings; all decorated for the season to
provide warmth, comfort, and romance
if the occasion fits. Roaring fires greet
you each time you enter your room,
while deep large bathtubs are waiting
to treat your tired muscles after a long
day of winter fun. There are no TV's
or WiFi in the rooms to ensure guests

optimize relaxation and keep stress away.
If emails need to be checked there is
WiFi at the main office which can be
used during business hours. This lack
of communication is part of the overall
theme at The Point forcing guests to
fully engage in the winter surroundings
gathering around a fire sharing stories
with new friends and renewing intimate
bonds with their loved ones.
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The Point Resort is an exclusive
hideaway where guests become part of
something special, a winter escape where
one goes to rid themselves of everyday
stress and to be one with nature. Once
the escape for the rich and famous this
Rockefeller built property continues to
provide more than just a vacation for
its guests. The new owners take pride
in delivering the highest of quality in
every facet of the property from arrival
to departure.
Customer service is at the forefront
of everything that is presented at The
Point and it is no surprise why they
have attained numerous accolades from
publications around the world. The
Point is not only a winter escape, it
serves as a summer retreat and showcases
a brand new set of warm weather
activities, culinary adventures and a long
list of new memories to be made just
through the change in season. It is safe
to say that we are counting down the
days to return and experience The Point
firsthand in with all its summertime
splendor.
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